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Abstract. This paper presents an analysis-method of concurrent processes with valuepassing which may cause infinite-state systems. The method consists of two steps:
sequentialization and state-reduction. In the sequentialization, the symbolic transition
graph of a given concurrent process is derived by symbolic operational semantics. In
the state-reduction, the number of states in the symbolic transition graph is reduced by
removing needless internal transitions. Furthermore, this paper introduces an analysistool called CONPASU, which implements the analysis-method, and demonstrates how
CONPASU can be used for automatically analyzing concurrent processes. For example,
it can extract abstract behaviors, which are useful for understanding complex behaviors, by focusing on some interesting events.
Keywords. symbolic operational semantics, automatic analysis tool, state-reduction,
infinite state process, value-passing process algebra

Introduction
Concurrent processes, which consist of communicating component-processes, are needed in
parallel computation environments such as multi-core CPU and distributed systems. It is,
however, not easy to completely understand the whole behavior of concurrent processes because it is a result of interactions between communicating component-processes. For example, in order to know the causality between events performed at the different componentprocesses, internal communications between the component-processes must be considered.
Process algebra such as CSP [1,2] and CCS [3] is a formal framework for analyzing
concurrent processes. In process algebra, implementations and specifications of concurrent
processes can be formally described, and then equalities and/or refinements between an implementation and a specification can be checked. In general, the implementation is a model to
express the structure of the concurrent-process and the behaviors of its component-processes,
while the specification is often a sequential process to express the whole behavior of the
concurrent-process.
Various tools [4,5,6,7], called model checker, based on process algebra have been developed for automatically checking such equalities and/or refinements, when formal descriptions of an implementation and a specification are given. For example, the following expression is a formal description (in CSP) of the concurrent process IMPL which consists of two
component-processes IN and OUT.
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IMPL = (IN [|{| com |}|] OUT) \ {| com |}
IN = in?x → com!x → IN
OUT = com?y → out!y → OUT
The first line defines the structure of IMPL, and the second and the third lines define behaviors
of IN and OUT, respectively. The meaning of symbols such as → is explained in Section 1.
Here, we assume to expect that IMPL behaves like a buffer whose capacity is 2, thus the
specification can be formally described as follows:
SPEC = in?x → SPEC1(x)
SPEC1(y) = in?x → SPEC2(x, y) 2 out!y → SPEC
SPEC2(x, y) = out!y → SPEC1(x)
In fact, the behaviors of IMPL and SPEC are equal (e.g. failures-equivalent [2]) and the equality
can be automatically checked by the model checker FDR [4] if the range of input is finitized.
As shown in the example of IMPL and SPEC, model checker is very useful for checking
relations between an implementation and a specification. It is, however, sometimes difficult
to formally describe specifications. Implementations such as IMPL are often hierarchical and
complex, but they can be more mechanically described than specifications such as SPEC because designs of structures of systems and behaviors of components are usually given while
it is often difficult to formally describe expected behaviors of systems. Our analysis-tool
CONPASU can automatically generate the specification SPEC from the implementation IMPL.
In this paper, we present an analysis-method for generating specifications (i.e. sequential processes) from implementations of concurrent processes based on CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes) [1,2] with value-passing. The analysis-method consists of two
steps: sequentialization of concurrent processes by symbolic operational semantics and statereduction by removing needless internal transitions. It is possible to extract abstract behaviors from the whole behavior by focusing on only interesting events. Then, we introduce an
analysis-tool CONPASU, which implements the analysis-method, and demonstrate how it analyzes concurrent processes. The analysis-method and CONPASU have the following features:
• Symbolic transition graphs can be often finite even for value-passing processes with
variables whose ranges are infinite because variables are not instantiated to values.
• Each symbolic transition has assignments (e.g. n := n + 1) for updating variables and
it has a location for indicating which processes participate in the transition.
• The presented state-reduction method can be directly applied to the symbolic transition graphs without instantiating variables.
• The tool CONPASU generates symbolic transition graphs from concurrent processes
described in CSPM used in FDR [4], and then it can automatically reduce the number
of states in symbolic transition graphs with preserving stable-failures-equivalence.
This paper is organized as follows: First, we give a definition of process algebra with
symbolic semantics mainly according to [8] in Section 1. It is used for sequentializing concurrent processes. In Section 2, we present an analysis-method for reducing the number of
states with preserving stable-failures-equivalence based on symbolic approach. Then, in Sections 3 and 4, we introduce a tool CONPASU which implements the analysis-method presented
in this paper, and demonstrate how CONPASU can analyze concurrent processes. Finally, we
compare this work with related works.
1. Process Algebra with Symbolic Operational Semantics
The analysis-method presented in this paper can be applied to concurrent processes whose
behaviors are expressed by labeled transition systems, without respect to the syntax. It is,
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however, convenient to use process algebra for expressing concurrent processes. In this section, we briefly introduce a sub-calculus of the process algebra CSP [1,2] in Subsection 1.1
and define the symbolic operational semantics with data-assignment and locality for the subcalculus in Subsection 1.2.
1.1. Syntax
We assume that the following sets are given: a set Var of variable ranged over by x, y, . . ., a
set Val of values ranged over by v, . . ., a set Dexp of data-expressions ranged over by e, . . .,
and a set Bexp of boolean-expressions ranged over by b, . . ., where Dexp includes Var ∪ Val
and Bexp includes Var ∪ {true, false}. Furthermore, we also assume that a set Chan of
channel-names, ranged over by c, . . ., and a set PN of process-names, ranged over by A, . . .
are given.
Then, the set Event of events, ranged over by a, . . ., is defined as follows:
Event = {c!e | c ∈ Chan, e ∈ Dexp} ∪ {c?x | c ∈ Chan, x ∈ Var}
where the event c!e means sending the evaluation result of e to the channel c, and the event
c?x means receiving a value from the channel c and x is bound to the value. The set Event
does not contain basic-events which do not pass values and are used just for synchronization.
Such basic-events, however, can be expressed by sending a dummy value, for example zero.
In this paper, c!0 is sometimes abbreviated to c if the value 0 has no meaning.
The language used in this paper is the set E of processes, ranged over by E, F, . . ., and it
is a sub-calculus of CSP [1,2] as defined in Definition 1.1.
Definition 1.1 The syntax of processes E is given by
E ::= STOP | a → E

E2E

EE

E [|C|] E

E\C

b&E

A(ẽ)

where a ∈ Event, C ⊆ Chan, b ∈ Bexp, and A ∈ PN. And ẽ ∈ Dexpn is an abbreviation of n
data-expressions e1 , . . . , en . A(ẽ) is the process obtained from A(x̃) by replacing n arguments
x̃ ∈ Varn by ẽ.
Since the semantics of processes is given in the next subsection, each operator is briefly explained here: a → E can perform the event a and thereafter behaves like E. E 2 F and E  F
represent choices between E and F, where the choice of E 2 F is externally made by an event
of either E or F, while the choice of E  F is internally made. E [|C|] F represents a concurrent composition of E and F, where they communicate through channels included in the set
C and independently perform events whose channel is not in C. E\C hides communications
through channels in C. b & E behaves like E if b is true, otherwise it is inactive. The operators
have decreasing binding power in the following order: E\C, a → E, b & E, E 2 F, E  F,
and E [|C|] F.
The sets of bound variables and free variables in the process E ∈ E are denoted by bv(E)
and fv(E), respectively, where each input event c?x binds the variable x in E of c?x → E.
Similarly, the sets of free variables of the data-expression e and the boolean-expression b are
denoted by fv(e) and fv(b), respectively. The set of processes which have no free variable is
denoted by P and ranged over by P, Q, . . ..
The meaning of each process-name is given by a defining equation. We assume that for
every process-name A ∈ PN, there is a defining equation of the form A(x̃) = E, where E ∈ E
and E has no free variables except x̃ ∈ Varn . Process-names are often used for expressing
recursive behaviors. For example, let the process-name SQ(n) be defined by
SQ(n) = ((n > 0) & in?x → sq!(x ∗ x) → SQ(n − 1)) 2 ((n == 0) & end → STOP).
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If n is greater than 0, SQ(n) firstly receives a value, to which x is bound, from the channel
in, and then sends (x ∗ x) to the channel sq, and thereafter behaves like SQ(n − 1). And if
n is 0, SQ(n) performs the event end, which is the abbreviation of end!0, and then stops. In
other words, SQ(n) iteratively receives a value and sends the square of the value n-times, and
thereafter performs end and then stops.
1.2. Symbolic Operational Semantics
In our analysis method, variables are symbolically computed without instantiated to values.
It means that symbolic approach can express behaviors of processes with value-passing in a
finite graph even if ranges of variables are not finitized or parameters are not fixed. Symbolic
labeled transition systems have been studied, for example in [8,9,10]. In this subsection, we
define a symbolic operational semantics of CSP, based on the standard operational semantics
of CSP [2] with symbolic semantics of CSP (e.g. [11]), and extended with data-assignment
[9] and locality [12]. The locality has been studied in process algebra (e.g. [12,13]) for giving
non-interleaving semantics. In this paper, however, we use interleaving semantics, thus locations are ignored when checking equality. The locality is used for checking independency
between transitions when reducing states. The symbolic semantics defined in this section is
a combination of existing results [2,9,12] and no new technique is used.
At first, a notation for assigning data-expressions to variables is introduced. An assignment has the form (x̃ := ẽ), which is an abbreviation of (x1 := e1 , . . . , xn := en ), and means to
simultaneously replace every free variable xi ∈ Var by ei ∈ Dexp. The set of assignments is
denoted by Assign and is ranged over by θ, . . .. The sets of the domain and the free variables
of an assignment (x̃ := ẽ) are denoted by dm(x̃ := ẽ) = {x1 , . . . , xn } and fv(x̃ := ẽ) = fv(ẽ),
respectively. An assignment θ can be applied to processes E, data-expressions e, and booleanexpressions b, and they are denoted by Eθ, eθ, and bθ. For example,
(in?x → out!(x + y) → STOP)(x := 1, y := 2) = (in?x → out!(x + 2) → STOP).
Then, the composition θ◦θ such that E(θ◦θ ) = (Eθ)θ of two assignments can be defined
by (x̃ := ẽ)◦θ = (x̃ := ẽθ )(θ − x̃), where (x̃ := ẽθ) represents (xi := ei θ) for every i and
(θ − x̃) is the assignment obtained from θ by removing the assignments to x̃.
If an assignment θ has no free variable (i.e. fv(θ) = ∅) and its domain is the set of all
variables (i.e. dm(θ) = Var), then it is called an evaluation. We denote the set of evaluations
by Eval and let ρ, . . . range over evaluations.
Next, locality is introduced for indicating where events occur in concurrent processes.
In the same way to [12], a location δ is a binary tree defined by
δ ::= 0

1

(δδ)

and the set of locations is denoted by Loc, where 0 means the inactive location and 1 means
the active location. For example, in the concurrent process (E0 [|C1 |] (E1 [|C2 |] E2 )), the location (0(10)) is attached to events which E1 independently performs and (1(01)) is attached to
events which both E0 and E2 participate in. The locations are used for checking the causality
between events (e.g. the locations (0(10)) and (1(01)) are independent), when searching for
reducible states (see Definition 2.5).
Then, we define the set Act of actions, which are guarded events with assignments and
locations, by
Act = {α[b]/θ@δ | α ∈ Event ∪ {τ }, b ∈ Bexp, θ ∈ Assign, δ ∈ Loc},
where τ is a special event, called internal event, which cannot be observed (τ ∈
/ Event), and
the set Event ∪ {τ } is ranged over by α, . . .. The action α[b]/θ@δ means if the condition b is
true then the event α can occur at the location δ, and thereafter variables are updated by the
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E.Snd

E.Rcv

c!e@1

c!e → E •−→ E

c?y@1

c?x → E •−→ E(x := y)

α[b]/θ @δ

(α = τ )

α[b]/θ @δ

E 2 F •−−
−→ E

E •−−
−→ E

E.ECh2

τ [b]/θ @δ

E.ICh1

E 2 F •−−
−→ E 2 F





τ @1

E  F •−→ E

α[b]/θ @δ

α[b ]/θ @δ

E.Grd

(y is fresh)

τ [b]/θ @δ

E •−−
−→ E

E.ECh1
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E •−−
−→ E

E.PN

α[b∧b ]/θ @δ

E(x̃ := ẽ) •−−
−→ E
α[b]/θ @δ

b & E •−−−−
−→ E

(A(x̃) = E)

A(ẽ) •−−
−→ E
α[b]/θ @δ

E •−−
−→ E

E.Par1

(ch(α) ∈
/ C)

α[b]/θ @(δ0)

E [|C|] F •−−−−
−→ E [|C|] F
c!e[b]/θ @δ

E •−−−−
−→ E

E.Par2



c?x[b ]/θ  @δ 

F •−−−−
−→ F

(c ∈ C)

c!e[b∧b ]/θθ  (x:=e)@(δδ  )

E [|C|] F •−−−−−−−−−−−−
−→ E [|C|] F
c!e[b]/θ @δ

E •−−−−
−→ E

E.Par3

c!e [b ]/θ  @δ 

F •−−−−
−→ F

c!e[(e=e )∧b∧b ]/θθ  @(δδ  )

E [|C|] F •−−−−−−−−−−−−
−→ E [|C|] F
c?x[b]/θ @δ

E •−−−−
−→ E

E.Par4



(c ∈ C)


c?x [b ]/θ  @δ 

F •−−−−
−→ F

c?x[b∧b ]/θθ  @(δδ  )

(c ∈ C)

E [|C|] F •−−−−−−−−
−→ E [|C|] F (x := x)


c!e[b]/θ @δ

E.Hide1

E •−−
−→ E
τ [b]/θ @δ





c?x[b]/θ @δ

(c ∈ C)

E •−−
−→ E

E.Hide2

E \ C •−−
−→ E \ C

τ [b]/θ(x:=v)@δ

(c ∈ C, v ∈ Val)

E \ C •−−−−
−→ E \ C





α[b]/θ @δ

E.Hide3

E •−−
−→ E
α[b]/θ @δ

(ch(α) ∈
/ C)

E \ C •−−
−→ E \ C


α[b]/θ @δ

Figure 1. The inference rules for transitions •−−
−→ for performing events (symmetric rules are omitted)

assignment θ. The true condition [true], the identical assignment /ε, and the unique-location
@1 are often omitted like α/θ @δ, α[b]@δ, and α[b]/θ.
By using the actions as labels, two symbolic transitions are defined.
Definition 1.2 Two symbolic transitions •−→ ⊆ E × Act × E and ; ⊆ E × Assign × E are
the smallest relations satisfying the inference rules in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. For conα[b]/θ @δ

θ

venience, we write E •−−−→ E and E ; E for (E, α[b]/θ@δ, E ) ∈•−→ and (E, θ, E ) ∈;,
respectively.
α[b]/θ @δ

The first transition E •−−−→ E is used for performing the event α. The side condition
of the rule E.Rcv means that the bound variable is renamed to a fresh name, which is not
used in the other processes, in order to avoid conflicting with free variables, if necessary.
Though the renaming is represented only in the rule E.Rcv for simplicity, the bound variables
can be actually renamed later, for example when composing processes by E.Pari . We have
implemented such renaming mechanism in the tool CONPASU introduced in Section 3, and for
example the following transition can be inferred.
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D.STOP
D.PN

D.Act

ε

STOP ; STOP

ỹ:=ẽ

A(ẽ) ; A(ỹ)
θ0

ε

α.E ; α.E

(A(x̃) = E, ỹ are fresh and distinct)
θ1

D.Par E ; Eθ0 θ1 F ; F (⊕ ∈ {2, , [|C|] })
E ⊕ F ; E ⊕ F 
D.Res



θ

E ; E
θ
E\C ; E \C



D.Grd

θ

E ; E
θ
b & E ; b & E
θ

Figure 2. The inference rules for transitions ; for updating data
in?x0 @(10)

(in?x → P(x)) [|∅|] (out!x → Q(x)) •−−−−−→ P(x0 ) [|∅|] (out!x → Q(x))
By renaming x to x0 , the value received through the channel in is correctly passed to P(x0 )
and not to Q(x). It is also noted that the location (10) means that the left process performs
the event. If two or more processes synchronize, then all the locations of the processes are
indicated by the active symbol 1, for example the following transition can be inferred.1
com!x/(y:=x)@(11)

(com!x → P(x)) [|{| com |}|] (com?y → Q(y)) •−−−−−−−−−→ P(x) [|{| com |}|] Q(y)
θ

The second transition E ; E is used for updating variables by the assignment θ when
process-names are unfolded. For example, the transitions from the process A(n) defined by
A(n) = up!n → A(n + 1) are inferred by the rules in Figures 1 and 2 as follows:
up!n

A(n) •−→ A(n + 1)

(n:=n+1)

;

A(n)

It means that the transition graph of A(n) is finite, where the location @1 is omitted. On the
other hand, the standard transitions for A(n) are inferred by the standard operational semantics [2] as follows, when the initial value of n is 0:
up!0

up!1

up!2

up!3

A(0) −→ A(1) −→ A(2) −→ A(3) −→ · · · .
It means that the standard transition graph becomes infinite.
Then, by composing the two symbolic transitions in Definition 1.2, the symbolic operational semantics used in this paper is defined.
Definition 1.3 The symbolic operational semantics with assignments and locations is given
by the symbolic labeled transition system (E, Act, •−→→ ⊆ E × Act × E), where •−→→ is
defined by
α[b]/θ @δ

α[b]/θ1 @δ

θ

2
E •−→→ E ⇔ (∃ E , θ1 , θ2 . E •−−−→ E , E ;
E , θ = θ2 ◦ θ1 ).

The process SQ(n), given in Subsection 1.1, is used again here. Figure 3 shows the transition graph derived from SQ(n) by the symbolic operational semantics in Definition 1.3. The
transition graph shows that SQ(n) iteratively receives a value and sends the square of the value
n-times, and thereafter performs end and then stops for any n.
1

In this paper, we denote the set of channels c1 , . . . , cn by {| c1 , . . . , cn |} rather than {c1 , . . . , cn } according
to the syntax of CSPM used in FDR[4].
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end[n==0]

STOP

SQ(n)
sq!(x*x)/n:=n-1

Figure 3. The transition graph of SQ(n) by the symbolic operational semantics with assignment
in?0
in?1

sq!0
sq!1

SQ(3)

in?0
in?1

sq!0
sq!1

SQ(2)
in?2

sq!4

in?0
in?1

sq!0
sq!1

SQ(1)
in?2

sq!4

SQ(0)
in?2

end

STOP

sq!4

Figure 4. The transition graph of SQ(3) by the standard operational semantics

To compare the symbolic semantics with standard semantics given in [2], we show the
transition graph of SQ(n) by the standard operational semantics in Figure 4, where every variable has to be instantiated to a value for each transition. The graph in Figure 4 has infinite
number of branches because the range of values received through the channel in is not restricted, and the initial value of n must be fixed. On the other hand, the graph in Figure 3 is
finite for any n because infinite number of values can be expressed by the variable x.
α[b]/θ @δ

Here, we give the relations between the symbolic operational semantics •−→→ and the
α0
in [2], where α0 ∈ Act0 and Act0 is the
(not-symbolic) standard operational semantics −→
set of events without variables:
Act0 = {c.v | c ∈ Chan, v ∈ Val} ∪ {τ }.
It is similar to the result presented for value-passing CCS [8,9].
α

Lemma 1.1 Eρ −→ P if and only if for some b, θ, δ, and E , either
c?x[b]/θ @δ

for some c, v, x, E •−−−→→ E , α = c.v, bρ, and P ≡ E θ(x := v)ρ,
c!e[b]/θ @δ

or for some c, e, E •−−−→→ E , α = c.(eρ), bρ, and P ≡ E θρ,
τ [b]/θ @δ

or E •−−−→→ E , α = τ , bρ, and P ≡ E θρ.
Finally, the process-name SP(→→,E) (x̃) is defined for generating a sequential process for
any symbolic transition relation →→.
Definition 1.4 Let →→⊆ E ×Act×E be a symbolic transition relation. Then, for any process
E ∈ E, the process-name SP(→→,E) (x̃) is defined as follows:
α[b]/θ @δ

SP(→→,E) (x̃) = 2{b & obs(α) → (SP(→→,E ) (x̃ )θ) | E −−−−→→ E }
where x̃ of SP(→→,E) (x̃) is the list of free variables of E, 2 {E1 , . . . , En } is an abbreviation
of E1 2 · · · 2 En , namely replicated external choice, and obs(α) is defined as follows:


obs(α) =

tmp (if α = τ )
α (otherwise)

where tmp is a special observable event which is not used in the processes E. As a special
case, if →→ is •−→→, which is defined in Definition 1.3, it is often omitted, thus
SP(E) (x̃) = SP(•−→→,E) (x̃).
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The event tmp is used instead of the internal event τ for choosing one from external
choice processes (E1 2 · · · 2 En ) because the external choice is not executed by τ (see
the rule E.ECh2 in Figure 1). As expected, E and SP(E) (x̃)\{tmp} are strongly bisimilar[3],
where locations δ are ignored, because the following relation can be easily proved:
α[b]/θ @1

α[b]/θ @δ

SP(E) (x̃)\{tmp} •−−−→→ SP(E ) (x̃ )\{tmp} ⇐⇒ ∃ δ. E •−−−→→ E .
2. State Reduction
As shown in Figure 3, the symbolic semantics with assignment can avoid replicating states
for each value because variables are not instantiated to values. In this section, we present a
method for reducing the number of states by removing some needless internal transitions.
In order to reduce the number of states, there has been a method for finding an equal
pair of states and then folding them to one state, e.g. [14]. It is, however, impossible to
automatically check whether two symbolic transition graphs with assignments are equal or
not in general as discussed in [9,10]. Therefore, instead of finding all such equal pairs, we
present a method for automatically finding some equal pairs.
At first, we prepare some notations: the composition of locations, the independent relation between locations, the composition of symbolic internal transitions, and a consecutive
symbolic transition relation, where Trns is an abbreviation of E × Bexp × Assign × Loc × E
and it is used for expressing a subset of internal transitions.
Definition 2.1 Let δ, δ  ∈ Loc. The composition of locations is defined as follows:
δ•δ  =

⎧
(δ0 •δ0 δ1 •δ1 )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ δ

(if δ = (δ0 δ1 ) and δ  = (δ0 δ1 ))
(if δ = 0)
(if δ  = 0)
(otherwise)

⎪
δ
⎪
⎪
⎩

1

Definition 2.2 Let δ, δ  ∈ Loc. The independency of locations is defined as follows:
δ ⊥ δ =

⎧


⎪
⎨ (δ0 ⊥ δ0 ) ∧ (δ1 ⊥ δ1 )

true

⎪
⎩ false

(if δ = (δ0 δ1 ) and δ  = (δ0 δ1 ))
(if δ = 0 or δ  = 0)
(otherwise)

The composition of two locations works like the disjunction-operator, for example,
((01)(01))•((00)(11)) = ((01)(11)). The independency of two locations checks whether
the same process participates in the two locations or not, for example,
((10)(01)) ⊥ ((01)0) = true, ((10)(01)) ⊥ ((01)(01)) = false.
Definition 2.3 Let (E, b, θ, δ, E ), (F, b , θ , δ  , F  ) ∈ Trns. The composition of the transitions
is defined by











(E, b, θ, δ, E ) • (F, b , θ , δ , F ) =

(E, b ∧ b θ, θ ◦θ, δ•δ  , F  ) (if E ≡ F)
undefined
(otherwise)

then the composition is extended over sets of transitions T, T  ⊆ Trns by
T • T  = {tr • tr | tr ∈ T, tr ∈ T  , tr • tr is defined}.
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Furthermore, the iterative composition T • of copies of T ⊆ Trns is the smallest set satisfying
the following inclusions:
{(E, true, ε, 0, E) | E ∈ E} ⊆ T • and (T • ) • T ⊆ T • .

τ [ ]/

@

Definition 2.4 The consecutive symbolic internal transition •=⇒⇒ ⊆ Trns is defined by
τ [ ]/

@

τ [ ]/ @

τ [b]/θ @δ

•=⇒⇒ = ( •−→→ )• = {(E, b, θ, δ, E ) | E •−→→ E }• .
τ [b]/θ @δ

τ [ ]/

@

Conveniently, we write E •=⇒⇒ E for (E, b, θ, δ, E ) ∈ •=⇒⇒.
τ [b]/θ @δ

Thus, E •=⇒⇒ E represents that if the condition b is true then E can reach to E by
zero or more internal transitions and thereafter the variables are updated by the assignment
θ, where δ indicates the locations of all the processes which participate in the consecutive
transition.
Next, we define a set R of internal transitions such that (E, b, θ, δ, F) ∈ R implies that
E may be removed without changing behavior.
τ [ ]/

@

Definition 2.5 Let R ⊆ •=⇒⇒. Then R is a symbolically reducible set, if for all α[b]/θ@δ
α[b]/θ @δ

and E such that E •−→→ E ,
(i) for all b0 , θ0 , δ0 , and F such that (E, b0 , θ0 , δ0 , F) ∈ R, and sat(b ∧ b0 ),
α[b]/θ @δ

if δ ⊥ δ0 then for some F  , F •−→→ F  and (E , b0 , θ0 , δ0 , F  ) ∈ R,
else δ = δ0 , α = τ , and (E, b, θ, δ, E ) ∈ R,
(ii) for all b0 , θ0 , δ0 , and F  such that (E , b0 , θ0 , δ0 , F  ) ∈ R and sat(b ∧ b0 ),
α[b]/θ @δ

if δ ⊥ δ0 then for some F, F •−→→ F  and (E, b0 , θ0 , δ0 , F) ∈ R,
where sat( ) is the predicate for checking satisfiability, thus sat(b) iff (∃ ρ. bρ = true).
The symbolically reducible set is used for reducing needless internal transitions mainly
caused by interleaving. For example, Figure 6(a) is the transition graph of the concurrent
process Abs(x, z) defined in Figure 5. Abs(x, z) consists of two processes Caller(x) and
Callee(z): Callee(z) returns the absolute value of x passed from Caller(x) if z is not zero,
otherwise nondeterministically returns x or −x. Caller(x) can independently perform task,
while Callee(z) is checking the sign of x and reversing the sign if necessary. The independency is expressed by interleaving the events, for example the conditional internal event
τ [b1] can occur before and after task in Figure 6(a). Then, the following R is a symbolically
reducible set:
R = {(S1 , b1 , ε, (01), S3 ), (S1 , b2 , ε, (01), S4 ), (S2 , b1 , ε, (01), S5 ), (S2 , b2 , ε, (01), S6 ),
(S3 , true, (y := −y), (01), S4 ), (S5 , true, (y := −y), (01), S6 )}
where each process (state) Si corresponds to the node i in Figure 6(a) and S0 is the initial state
of Abs. In this case, the states S1 and S3 can be bypassed2 and removed like the transition
graph shown in Figure 6(b) whose initial state is Abs , where Proposition 2.1 given later
guarantees that Abs and Abs are stable-failures-equivalent.
If the internal transition from S2 to S5 does not exist in the transition graph Abs of Figure 6(a), then Abs and Abs are not stable-failures-equivalent because Abs can deadlock at S2
2

The method to bypass reducible states is given in Definition 2.6 later.
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Abs(x, z) = Caller(x)[| {| call, ret |} |](Callee(z) \ {| chk, minus |})
Caller(x) = call!x → task → ret?x → prt!x → STOP
Callee(z) = call?y → Check(y, z)
Check(y, z) = ((y<0 ∨ z==0) & chk → minus → Ret(−y)) 2 ((¬(y<0) ∨ z==0) & chk → Ret(y))
Ret(y) = ret!y → STOP

Figure 5. A concurrent process Abs(x,z)
Abs 0

Abs’
call!x/(y:=x)@(11)
task@(10)

1
τ[b1]@(01)
3

τ[b2]@(01)

5

τ/y:= -y@(01)

τ/y:= -y@(01)

task@(10)

4

6

ret!y/(x:=y)@(11)

4
prt!x@(10)
7

b1 = (y<0)  ]

call!x[b2’]/(y:=x)@(11)

call!x[b1’]/(y:= -x)@(11)

2

τ[b2]@(01)
τ[b1]@(01)
task@(10)

0

 , b2 = (᪰y<0) ]

task@(10)

8



6

ret!y/(x:= y)@(11)

prt!x@(10)
7

b1’ = (x<0)  ]

 , b2’ = (᪰x<0) ]

8


(b) the reduced transition graph

(a) the original transition graph of Abs

Figure 6. The basic idea for reducing the number of transitions

if x = 0 and z = 0. The condition (i) in Definition 2.5 requires that the internal transition
from S2 to S5 must exist if the internal transition from S1 to S3 .
On the other hand, if the internal transition from S1 to S3 does not exist, the state S1 must
remain for the case ¬b2 even after making a bypass from S0 to S4 . It means that the nondeterminism in the case z = 0 disappears by the bypass (i.e. if z = 0 then x is deterministically
returned), thus Abs and Abs are not stable-failures-equivalent. The condition (ii) in Definition 2.5 requires that the internal transition from S1 to S3 must exist if the internal transition
from S2 to S5 exists.
In Figure 6, it is noted that Abs and Abs are not weakly bisimilar [3] because Abs has
a nondeterministic choice at S1 after call if z = 0. This is an important reason why stablefailures-equivalence is used in this paper.
(n)
Then, the process-name BP(R,E) (x̃) is defined for bypassing reducible states.
Definition 2.6 Let R be a symbolically reducible set and n ∈ Nat. Then, the bypassed transition relation •−→→(R,n) ⊆ E × Act × E with respect to R and n is the smallest relation
satisfying the following rules:
α[b]/θ @δ

α[b]/θ @δ

• (base): if E •−−−→→ E then E •−−−→→(R,0) E
α[b]/θ @δ

• (bypass): if (E •−→→(R,n) E ∧ (E , b0 , θ0 , δ0 , E ) ∈ R ∧ bv(α) ∩ fv(b0 θ) = ∅)
α[b∧b0 θ]/θ0 ◦θ @(δ•δ0 )

then E •−−−−−→→(R,n+1) E ,
• (rest): if E

α[b]/θ @δ
•−→→(R,n)



α[b∧rest(R,E,α,θ) ]/θ @δ

E then E •−−−−−−−−−→→(R,n+1) E ,

where rest( ) is the boolean expression defined by


rest(R,E,α,θ) = {¬b0 | ∃ θ0 , δ0 , E . (E, b0 , θ0 , δ0 , E ) ∈ R, bv(α) ∩ fv(b0 θ) = ∅}.
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a[᪰x==0]

a[x==0]
P1(x)

B1(x)

τ[x==0]

τ[᪰x==0]

P3

B2(x)

τ[x==0]

P4
z

C1(x)

a[x==0 ᪰x==0]

a
P2(x)
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B4
z

a[᪰x==0]

C3

C4

τ[᪰x==0]

B3

nz

a[x==0]

z

nz

nz

STOP

STOP

STOP

(a) original graph

(b) bypassed graph

(c) cleaned graph

Figure 7. The bypassed transition graph (every location is 1 and is omitted)
(n)

Then, by using •−→→(R,n) , the bypassed process BP(R,E) (x̃) is defined as follows:
(n)

BP(R,E) (x̃) = SP(•−→→

(R,n) ,E)

(x̃)

where SP(...,E) (x̃) is the process-name defined in Definition 1.4.
The first rule (base) means that •−→→(R,0) is exactly •−→→. The second rule (bypass)
α[b]/θ @δ

is used for bypassing E by the action α[b ∧ b0 θ]/θ0 ◦θ@(δ•δ0 ) if E •−→→(R,n) E and
(E , b0 , θ0 , δ0 , E ) ∈ R, and the value received by α does not affect the next condition b0 (i.e.
bv(α) ∩ fv(b0 θ) = ∅). The third rule (rest) is used for strengthening the condition of the
existing original transition by rest( ) . It means that the original transition can be performed
only if the condition of every bypassed-transition is false (i.e. rest( ) = true). For example,
in the transition graph of Figure 7(a), the following set R is a symbolically reducible set.
R = {(P2, x = 0, ε, 1, P3), (P2, x = 0, ε, 1, P4)}
Then, Figure 7(b) shows that the process B1 generated from P1 by bypassing the reducible
(1)
state P2 (i.e. B1 = BP(R,P1) (x)). Here, it is important to note that the transition from B1 to B2
is never performed. Therefore, it can be removed as shown Figure 7(c). This transformation
seems to be easy, but it is difficult to find such reducible states and to bypass transitions
because there are generally many interleaving transitions in concurrent processes.
Then, in order to prove that the original process and the bypassed process are stablefailures-equivalent [2], we give the following lemma.
t

Lemma 2.1 Let t ∈ Act∗0 and R be a symbolically reducible set. If Eρ −→ P , then for
some E and ρ , P ≡ E ρ and for all b0 , θ0 , δ0 , and F  such that (E , b0 , θ0 , δ0 , F  ) ∈ R•
and b0 ρ , for some b0 , θ0 , δ0 , and F  , (E , b0 , θ0 , δ0 , F  ) ∈ R• , b0 ρ , (E , b0 , θ0 , δ0 , F  ) 
(n)

t

(n)

(E , b0 , θ0 , δ0 , F  ), and (BP(R,E) (x̃)\{tmp})ρ =⇒ (BP(R,F ) (x̃ )\{tmp})(θ0 ◦ρ ), where tr1 
tr2 represents that tr1 and tr2 are comparable (i.e. tr1  tr2 ∨ tr2  tr1 ) by the partial order
 defined by: tr1  tr2 ⇔ ∃ tr. tr1 • tr = tr2 . 3
Proof: This lemma can be proved by induction on the length of t and n. Especially, the
following sublemma is the key for proving it at the last transition of t.
α

Sublemma: If Eρ −→ P then for some E and ρ , P ≡ E ρ and
for all b0 , θ0 , δ0 , and F0 such that (E , b0 , θ0 , δ0 , F0 ) ∈ R• and b0 ρ ,
for some b0 , θ0 , δ0 , and F0 , (E, b0 , θ0 , δ0 , F0 ) ∈ R• , b0 ρ and
for all b1 , θ1 , δ1 , and F such that (E, b0 , θ0 , δ0 , F0 )  (E, b1 , θ1 , δ1 , F) ∈ R• and b1 ρ,
t

P −→ P is the sequential standard transition from P to P by t ∈ Act∗0 , t is the event-sequence obtained
t
from t by deleting τ , and P =⇒ P is the weak standard transition, where zero or more internal transitions can
be inserted between observable transitions (e.g. see [3] for the weak standard transition).
3
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α

P = Eρ

P’ = E’ρ’

(2) ූ (E, b0, θ0, δ0, F0) ෛ RჀ

(1) ී (E’, b’0, θ’0, δ’0, F’0) ෛ RჀ

(3) ී (E, b1, θ1, δ1, F) ෛ RჀ
α

(4) ූ (E’, b’1, θ’1, δ’1, F’) ෛ RჀ

(x) {tmp}) θ1ρ
(BP (n)
(R,F)

(BP (n)
(x’) {tmp}) θ’1ρ’
(R,F’ )
(n)

Figure 8. The relation between E and (BP(R,F) (x̃))\{tmp} in the sublemma in Lemma 2.1

for some b1 , θ1 , δ1 , and F  , (E , b0 , θ0 , δ0 , F0 )  (E , b1 , θ1 , δ1 , F  ), b1 ρ ,
α


(n)

(n)

and (BP(R,F) (x̃)\{tmp})θ1 ρ =⇒ (BP(R,F ) (x̃ )\{tmp})θ1 ρ .
When comparing the event-sequences of original process E and the bypassed process
it is noted that E has to perform more internal events than the bypassed
 is used in
process because the bypassed process can bypass reducible states. Therefore, α
the bypassed process for deleting the extra internal event τ of E (note: τ = ε). The re(n)
lation between E and (BP(R,F) (x̃))\{tmp} is shown in Figure 8. See the proof-note in the
CONPASU website [15] for the details.
(n)
(BP(R,F) (x̃))\{tmp},

A bypass often makes the other bypasses possible. Therefore, the bypassed process
has the parameter n for iteratively bypassing by using the set R. It is important
that R can be reused at each step n in the iterative bypass, in other words, it is not necessary
to compute R for each step.
Then, we present Proposition 2.1 which guarantees that the original process and the
bypassed process are stable-failures-equivalent [2].

(n)
BP(R,E) (x̃)

Proposition 2.1 Let E ∈ E, n ∈ Nat, and R be a symbolically reducible set. Then,
(n)

E =F BP(R,E) (x̃)\{tmp}
(n)

Proof: Lemma 2.1 implies traces(Eρ) ⊆ traces((BP(R,E) (x̃)\{tmp})ρ), where traces(P)
is the set of traces of P. The opposite direction “⊇” can be proven by the following sublemma:
(n)

α

α

ε

Sublemma: if (BP(R,E) (x̃)\{tmp})ρ −→ P , then for some E and ρ , Eρ −→=⇒ E ρ
(n)

and P ≡ (BP(R,E ) (x̃ )\{tmp})ρ .
This sublemma is easier than Lemma 2.1. Furthermore, it is easy to show that E and
(n)
(n)
BP(R,E ) (x̃)\{tmp} have the same refusals for any E . Here, F  of BP(R,F ) (x̃ )\{tmp} in
Lemma 2.1 is not necessarily the same as E , but if E is stable (i.e. has no internal transiτ [ ]/

@

tion), then E ≡ F  because (E , b0 , θ0 , δ0 , F  ) ∈ R• ⊆ •=⇒⇒. Hence, failures(Eρ) =
(n)
failures((BP(R,E) (x̃)\{tmp})ρ), where failures(P) is the set of failures of P.
By Proposition 2.1, internal transitions in R can be bypassed with preserving the behavior up to stable-failures-equivalence. In order to apply the proposition, however, it is necessary to find a symbolically reducible set R, according to Definition 2.5. In general, it is
τ [ ]/

@

difficult to find the largest reducible set because •=⇒⇒ may be infinite by compositions of
assignments (e.g. the infinite composition of (n := n + 1)) even if the symbolical transition
graph is finite. Therefore, we present a method for generating a reducible set, which is not
necessarily largest.
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τ [ ]/
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Definition 2.7 Let S ⊆ E. Then, the set SRS ⊆ •=⇒⇒ is defined as follows:
SRS =

n≥0

(n)

SRS ,

τ [b0 ]/θ0 @δ0

(0)

SRS = {(E, b0 , θ0 , δ0 , F) | E ∈ S, E •−−−→→ F, E ≡ F},
(n+1)
(n)
SRS
= SRB(SRF(SRS )),
τ [ ]/

@

where SRF(R), SRF(R) ⊆ •=⇒⇒ are defined as follows:
α[b]/θ @δ

SRF(R) = {(E, b0 , θ0 , δ0 , F) ∈ R | ∀ α, b, θ, δ, E . (wsat(b ∧ b0 ), E •−→→ E )
α[b]/θ @δ

⇒ (if δ ⊥ δ0 then (∃ F  . F •−→→ F  , (E , b0 , θ0 , δ0 , F  ) ∈ R)
else (δ = δ0 , α = τ, (E, b, θ, δ, E ) ∈ R))}
α[b]/θ @δ

SRB(R) = {(E , b0 , θ0 , δ0 , F  ) ∈ R | ∀ α, b, θ, δ, E. (wsat(b ∧ b0 ), E •−→→ E )
α[b]/θ @δ

⇒ (if δ ⊥ δ0 then (∃ F. F •−→→ F  , (E, b0 , θ0 , δ0 , F) ∈ R))}
where wsat( ) is a predicate such that if b is satisfiable then wsat(b) is true.
The set S in Definition 2.7 is usually the set of all the reachable states from the initial
process. The sets SRF(R) and SRB(R) are used for removing internal transitions which do
not satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii) in Definition 2.5, respectively. Here, it is noted that if
it is hard to decide the satisfiability of b then wsat(b) can be true for the safety because
only one direction (b is satisfiable ⇒ wsat(b)) is required in Definition 2.7. It is useful for
implementing an automatic tool based on Definition 2.7.
(n+1)
(n)
By Definition 2.7, since SRF(R) ⊆ R and SRB(R) ⊆ R (i.e. SRS
⊆ SRS ) for any
(m)
(m+1)
if the set S of reachable
n, there is necessarily a natural number m such that SRS = SRS
states is finite. Then, the expected proposition is presented.
(m)

(m+1)

(m)

, then SRS is a symbolically reducible set.
Proposition 2.2 If SRS = SRS
Proof: It can be shown that the following R is a symbolically reducible set.
(m)

(m+1)

R = {(E, b, θ, δ.F) | ∃ m. (E, b, θ, δ, F) ∈ SRS = SRS

}

It is not difficult because the conditions in Definition 2.7 imply ones in Definition 2.5.
Consequently, by Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, the following corollary is derived.
(m)

(m+1)

Corollary 2.1 Assume that n, m ∈ Nat, E ∈ E, R = SRS = SRS
(n)
of reachable states from E. Then, E =F BP(R,E) (x̃)\{tmp}.

, and S ⊆ E is the set

The set SRS is not necessarily the largest reducible set. Interactive theorem provers like
Isabelle [16] may allow us to find such largest reducible sets. In this paper, however, we
are more interested in automatically reducing the number of states than semi-automatically
minimizing it. Therefore, our reduction method is sound but not complete. We, however,
expect that the method can remove many needless internal transitions caused by interleaving.
It is demonstrated in Sections 3 and 4 by implementing the method.
3. CONPASU-tool: an Implementation
We have implemented the analysis-method, which is presented in Sections 1 and 2, in a
prototype-tool called CONPASU (CONcurrent Process Analysis SUpport tool) in Java (cur-
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CAL(N) = (SQREM(N) [|{|rem,end2|}|] SUM(0)) \ {|rem,end2|}
SQREM(n) = (SQ(n) [|{|sq,end1|}|] REM) \ {|sq,end1|}
SQ(n) = ((n>0) & in?x1 -> sq!(x1*x1) -> SQ(n-1)) [] ((n==0) & end1!0 -> STOP)
REM = sq?x2 -> rem!(x2%10) -> REM [] end1?z1 -> end2!z1 -> STOP
SUM(y) = rem?x3 -> prt!x3 -> SUM(y+x3) [] end2?z2 -> prts!y -> STOP

Figure 9. The concurrent process CAL(N) (a readable script by CONPASU)

rently about 6,000 lines). It means that CONPASU is a tool for generating a sequential process
E from each concurrent process F such that E =F F. It can also generate a script in the DOT
language [17] for drawing the symbolic transition graph of the generated sequential process,
for example by using Graphviz (Graph Visualization Software) [18].
In this section, it is explained by the example CAL(N) in Figure 9 how to use CONPASU for
analyzing concurrent processes , where N is the initial value of n in SQ(n). The input-language
of CONPASU is a sub-language of CSPM (Machine-readable dialect of CSP) used in FDR [4],
and CONPASU can directly read the script of Figure 9. The concurrent process CAL(N) consists of three processes: SQ(n), REM, and SUM(y). The process SQ(n) has been explained in
Section 1. The processes REM and SUM(y) behave as follows. If REM receives a value from the
channel sq, then sends the remainder of dividing the value by 10 and then returns to REM, and
if it receives a value from the channel end1, then forwards it to the channel end2 and then
stops. If SUM(y) receives a value, to which x is bound, from the channel rem, then prints it
and behaves like SUM(y + x), and if it receives a value from the channel end2, then prints y
and then stops
At first, Figure 10 shows the transition graph generated from CAL(N) by CONPASU, according to the symbolic operational semantics with assignments and locations in Definition 1.3, where Graphviz [18] is used for drawing the graph. And Figure 11 shows the reduced transition graph generated from the graph in Figure 10 by CONPASU, according to the
state-reduction method presented in Section 2. By the state-reduction, the numbers of states
and transitions decrease by 5 (from 12 to 7) and 7 (from 17 to 10), respectively.
Figure 11 is useful for understanding the whole behavior of the concurrent process
CAL(N). However, it is not avoidable that transition graphs become very complex for large
scale systems even if the state-reduction is applied. In such cases, more abstract behaviors
can be extracted by hiding uninteresting events. For example, although CAL(N) prints a value
by prt at each receiving, we can see the abstract behavior by focusing on the input in and
the final result prts, in other words, by hiding prt as follows.
ACAL(N) = CAL(N)\{|prt|}
In this case, ACAL(N) is expected to behave like the specification SPEC(N) in Figure 12. The
specification means that SPEC(N) iteratively receives a value, to which x is bound, and adds
x*x%10 to the variable y, n-times, and thereafter y is printed by prts. In fact, the model
checker FDR can verify that ACAL(N) and SPEC(N) are stable-failures-equivalent by fixing
the initial value N and finitizing the range of the input and the variable y. The specification
SPEC(N) is simple and is easily described. It is, however, sometimes more difficult to describe
such specifications than implementations.
CONPASU can automatically generate specifications (in CSPM script) from implementations. Figures 13 and 14 show the transition graph of ACAL(N) after state-reduction and
the sequential process S(N), respectively, generated by CONPASU. Therefore, it is guaranteed
by Corollary 2.1 that S(N) and ACAL(N) are stable-failures-equivalent for any initial value N
and any input. By comparing the generated specification S(N) with the ideal specification
SPEC(N), S(N) has an extra internal transition (from S0(n, y) to S4(n, y)), but it is easy to man-
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S(N)
/n:=N,y:=0
S0(n,y)
in?x1
[n>0]
@((10)0)
S1(n,x1,y)
tau
/n:=n-1,x2:=x1*x1
@((11)0)

prt!x3
/y:=y+x3
@(01)

S3(n,x2,y)

prt!x3
/y:=y+x3
@(01)

in?x1
[n>0]
@((10)0)

S5(x2,n,x1,y)

prt!x3
/y:=y+x3
@(01)

tau
[n==0]
/z1:=0
@((11)0)

tau
/x3:=x2%10
@((01)1)

tau
/x3:=x2%10
@((01)1)

S6(n,x3,y)

in?x1
[n>0]
@((10)0)

S8(n,x1,x3,y)
tau
/n:=n-1,x2:=x1*x1
@((11)0)
S11(n,x3,y,x2)

tau
[n==0]
/z1:=0
@((11)0)

S9(x3,y,z1)
prt!x3
/y:=y+x3
@(01)

prt!x3
/y:=y+x3
@(01)
S2(z1,y)

in?x1
[n>0]
@((10)0)
S12(x3,y,x2,n,x1)

tau
@((01)1)

S4(y)
prts!y
@(01)
S7

Figure 10. The symbolic transition graph of CAL(N) (the top box points to the initial state)

ually prove that S(N) and SPEC(N) are stable-failures-equivalent for any initial value N and
any input. As shown in this example, specifications generated by CONPASU are not necessarily
ideal. However, such generated specifications are helpful for formally describing ideal specifications used in FDR. CONPASU will be also used as a support tool of FDR when formally
describing specifications of concurrent processes. We are now considering how to improve
the analysis-method of CONPASU for generating more ideal specifications.
CONPASU is still a prototype and has not been polished yet. The current CONPASU soundly
checks the unsatisfiability of boolean expressions by transforming them to disjunctive normal
forms, and it is not complete. The incompleteness, however, does not invalidate Corollary 2.1
because Definition 2.7 only requires that if ¬wsat(b) is ture then b is unsatisfiable. Furthermore, the syntactical identity is used for the equality over data-expressions (e.g. x+1 = 1+x).
The syntactical identity seems strong, but it is expected to be still useful for reducing many
transitions caused by interleaving, and it has been shown in the example CAL(N) and it is also
demonstrated in Section 4.
4. Application
In this section, we demonstrate how CONPASU analyzes concurrent processes by using the
example TransferSys given in Figure 15. It is a system for transferring data-sequences
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S(N)
/n:=N,y:=0
S0(n,y)
in?x1
[n>0]
/x3:=x1*x1%10,n:=n-1
@((11)1)

prt!x3
/y:=y+x3
@(01)

S6(n,x3,y)
in?x1
[n>0]
/n:=n-1,x2:=x1*x1
@((11)0)

prt!x3
/x3:=x2%10,y:=y+x3
@((01)1)

S11(n,x3,y,x2)
in?x1
[n>0]
@((10)0)

tau
[n==0]
/z1:=0
@((11)0)

tau
[n==0]
@((11)1)

S9(x3,y,z1)

prt!x3
/n:=n-1,x2:=x1*x1,x3:=x2%10,y:=y+x3
@((11)1)

S12(x3,y,x2,n,x1)

prt!x3
/y:=y+x3
@((01)1)
S4(y)
prts!y
@(01)
S7

Figure 11. The symbolic transition graph of CAL(N) after state-reduction

SPEC(N) = LOOP(N,0)
LOOP(n,y) = (n>0) & in?x -> LOOP(n-1,y+x*x%10) [] (n==0) & prts!y -> STOP

Figure 12. The expected specification of the abstract concurrent process ACAL(N)
S(N)
/n:=N,y:=0

S0(n,y)

in?x1
[n>0]
/y:=y+x1*x1%10,n:=n-1
@((11)1)

tau
[n==0]
@((11)1)
S4(y)
prts!y
@(01)
S7

Figure 13. The symbolic transition graph of ACAL(N)

S(N) = S0(N,0)\{|tmp|}
S0(n,y) = (n>0) & in?x1 -> S0(n-1,y+x1*x1%10) [] (n==0) & tmp!0 -> S4(y)
S4(y) = prts!(y) -> S7
S7 = STOP

Figure 14. A specification S(N) generated from ACAL(N) by CONPASU
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TransferSys = (UI [|{|input,quit0,succ,ok,ng|}|] Transfer)
\ {|input,quit0,succ,ok,ng|}
Transfer = (Sender [|{|start,net,term,quit1,ack|}|] Receiver)
\ {|start,net,term,quit1,ack|}
UI = upload?ds -> input!ds -> (ok?a -> Wait [] ng?a -> UI)
Wait = (cancel?b -> quit0!0 -> UI)
[](succ?u -> complete!0 -> UI)
Sender = input?ds0 -> Check(ds0)
Check(ds0) = ((#ds0>0) & ok!0 -> start!0 -> Sending(ds0))
[]((not #ds0>0) & ng!0 -> Sender)
Sending(ds0) = ((#ds0>0) & net!(head(ds0)) -> Sending(tail(ds0)))
[]((not #ds0>0) & term!0 -> Term)
[](quit0?x -> quit1!0 -> Sender)
Term = ack?z -> (succ!0 -> Sender [] quit0?x -> Sender)
Receiver = start?y -> Receiving(<>)
Receiving(ds1) = (net?d -> Receiving(ds1^<d>))
[](term?y -> output!ds1 -> ack!0 -> Receiver)
[](quit1?y -> Receiver)
Figure 15. The CSPM -script of the system TransferSys for transferring data-sequences with UI
TransferSys
Transfer
input

start

upload

ok

net

cancel

ng

term

complete

UI

Sender

quit0

quit1

succ

ack

Receiver

output

Figure 16. The structure of the transfer system TransferSys

from the process Sender to the process Receiver. The process UI is the user-interface for
controlling Sender. The structure of TransferSys is shown in Figure 16.
The system TransferSys behaves as follows:
• Start phase: The process UI receives a data-sequence from upload and then sends
it to the channel input. The process Sender checks the length of the data-sequence
received from input, and if the length is greater than zero then Sender replies ok
to UI and thereafter sends the start signal start and moves to the transfer phase,
otherwise Sender replies ng to UI and thereafter both processes returns to the initial
states. If Receiver receives the start signal, then it initializes the data-sequence ds1
to the empty sequence <>, and moves to the transfer phase.
• Transfer phase: After starting the transfer, if the length of the data-sequence is greater
than zero (#ds0>0), then Sender iteratively sends the first data head(ds0) to the
channel net and retains the remain tail(ds0), otherwise sends the terminal signal
term and moves to the termination phase. At the same time, if Receiver receives a
data from net, then adds it to the sequence by ds1^<d>, and if Receiver receives the
terminal signal then moves to the termination phase.
• Termination phase: The process Receiver sends the data-sequence ds1 to the channel output and then acknowledges the completion to Sender. After receiving the ac-
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S

S0
upload?ds
@(10)
tau
[not#ds0>0]
@(1(10))

S1(ds)

tau
/ds0:=ds
@(1(10))
S2(ds0)
tau
[#ds0>0]
@(1(10))
tau
@(0(11))

S3(ds0)

cancel?b
@(10)

tau
@(0(11))

S5(ds0)

tau
/ds1:=<>
@(0(11))

S8(ds0,ds1)

tau
@(1(10))

S11
upload?ds
@(10)
S14(ds)

tau
/ds1:=<>
@(0(11))

S6(ds0,ds1)

tau
[#ds0>0]
/ds0:=tail(ds0),ds1:=ds1^<head(ds0)>
@(0(11))

tau
@(1(10))

complete!0
@(10)

tau
[not#ds0>0]
@(0(11))

cancel?b
@(10)

tau
[#ds0>0]
/ds0:=tail(ds0),ds1:=ds1^<head(ds0)>
@(0(11))
tau
[not#ds0>0]
@(0(11))

S9(ds1)

cancel?b output!ds1
@(10)
@(0(01))

S10(ds1)

S12

output!ds1
@(0(01))

cancel?b tau
@(10)
@(0(11))

S13

S15
tau
@(0(11))

cancel?b
@(10)
S16

tau
@(1(10))
S17

Figure 17. The symbolic transition graph of TransferSys in Figure 15

knowledgment, Sender replies the success to UI, and then UI reports the success to
users.
• Cancel: Users can cancel the transfer by the channel canncel in the transfer phase.
The cancel is forwarded to Sender and Receiver by the quit-signals quit0 and
quit1.
Since the processes have a lot of interactions in the system TransferSys, it is not easy to
understand the whole behavior. Figure 17 shows the transition graph derived from the CSPM script in Figure 15 by the symbolic operational semantics in Definition 1.3. Then, it can be
reduced to the graph in Figure 18 by hiding the channel complete and reducing internal
transitions by Corollary 2.1. These graphs can be automatically generated by CONPASU. In
Figure 18, we can know how TransferSys behaves, for example, as follows:
• The label on the loop from/to the state S6,
tau[#ds0>0]/ds0:=tail(ds0),ds1:=ds1^<head(ds0)>@(0(11))
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S

S0
upload?ds
/ds0:=ds
@(1(10))

tau
[not#ds0>0]
@(1(10))

S2(ds0)
tau
[#ds0>0]
/ds1:=<>
@(1(11))

tau
@(1(11))

output!ds1
@(1(11))

S6(ds0,ds1)

tau
[#ds0>0]
/ds0:=tail(ds0),ds1:=ds1^<head(ds0)>
@(0(11))

cancel?b
@(10)

S8(ds0,ds1)

S10(ds1)

tau
@(1(10))

tau
[not#ds0>0]
@(0(11))

tau
[#ds0>0]
/ds0:=tail(ds0),ds1:=ds1^<head(ds0)>
@(0(11))

tau
[not#ds0>0]
@(0(11))

cancel?b
@(1(10))

cancel?b
@(10)

S9(ds1)

output!ds1
@(0(11))

S15

Figure 18. The reduced symbolic transition graph of TransferSys \ {| complete |}

means that if the length of the data-sequence ds0 held in Sender is greater than 0,
then the first data is attached to the tail of ds1 held in Receiver.
• The loop from/to the state S8 means that data may be transfered even after the cancel
because forwarding the quit-signals may delay.
In the end of this section, the termination phase of Sender is reconsidered. The process
Term in Figure 15 can receive the quit signal quit0 even after receiving the acknowledgment.
It seems needless, but the system TransferSys’, which is the same as TransferSys except
that Term is replaced by the following Term’
Term’ = ack?z -> succ!0 -> Sender,
has a deadlock because it is possible to perform the cancel just after the successful termination. Figure 19 is the reduced transition graph generated from TransferSys’\{|complete|},
and it shows how the system reaches to the deadlock state S16.
5. Related Work
There are various model checkers for process algebra, for example, FDR [4], PAT [5],
CWB [6], and mCRL2 [7]. The main purpose of such model checkers is to check equalities or refinements between an implementation and a specification. On the other hand, the
main purpose of this work is to automatically generate a specification (an abstract sequential
process) from an implementation (a concurrent process).
Some model checkers provide functionalities to display transition graphs. For example,
Figures 20 and 21 show two transition graphs of CAL(N), introduced in Section 3 (see Figure 9), displayed by PAT [5] and LTSA [19], respectively. In Figures 20 and 21, the number
of states are 105 in PAT and 42 (after minimized) in LTSA even if the parameter N is fixed to
3 and the input values from in is restricted to {0, 1}. The reason why the numbers of states
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S

S0
upload?ds
/ds0:=ds
@(1(10))

tau
[not#ds0>0]
@(1(10))

S2(ds0)

tau
@(1(11))

tau
[#ds0>0]
/ds1:=<>
@(1(11))

S6(ds0,ds1)

tau
[#ds0>0]
/ds0:=tail(ds0),ds1:=ds1^<head(ds0)>
@(0(11))
tau
[not#ds0>0]
@(0(11))

cancel?b
@(10)

S8(ds0,ds1)

tau
@(1(10))

tau
[#ds0>0]
/ds0:=tail(ds0),ds1:=ds1^<head(ds0)>
@(0(11))
tau
[not#ds0>0]
@(0(11))

S9(ds1)

cancel?b output!ds1
@(10)
@(0(11))

S10(ds1)

S15

output!ds1
@(0(11))

cancel?b
@(10)

S16

Figure 19. The reduced symbolic transition graph of TransferSys \ {| complete |}

are larger than one in Figure 11 is that they use standard semantics, thus variables must be
instantiated to each value.
Li and Chen [9] presented an algorithm to translate the problem for checking bisimulation between symbolic transition graphs with assignment into the problem of solving a predicate equation system. The translation is sound and complete, but it is hard to automatically
solve the generated predicate equation system.
Interactive theorem provers [20,21,22] for process algebra have been presented. In theorem provers, infinite state processes can be verified. It takes, however, time to make proofscripts for giving proof-instructions. Especially, it is often necessary and difficult to manually give expected relations between a concurrent process and a sequential process. Probably,
CONPASU can support to make such proof-script even for infinite state processes.
6. Conclusion
We have presented an analysis-method for reducing the number of states of the symbolic
transition graphs based on a symbolic operational semantics with assignments and locations. It is guaranteed that the original process and the reduced process are stable-failuresequivalent. Then, we have implemented the symbolic operational semantics and the statereduction method in the tool CONPASU, and demonstrated it. As far as we know, there is no
other tool which can automatically generate symbolic transition graphs such as Figure 18
from concurrent processes such as Figure 15.
The sequential processes generated by CONPASU do not necessarily correspond to the
expected ideal specifications. It is, however, often difficult to formally describe such ideal
specifications. The generated sequential processes can give useful information for describing
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Figure 20. The transition graph of CAL(3) displayed by PAT (input-value ∈ {0, 1})

Figure 21. The minimized transition graph of CAL(3) displayed by LTSA (input-value ∈ {0, 1})

such ideal specifications.
The current CONPASU is a prototype and we have not discussed the performance of
CONPASU yet. It is a future work to polish CONPASU and evaluate the performance. As a sample, it took 39 msec for computing the symbolically reducible set from the process in Figure 15 by Definition 2.7 and 46 msec for bypassing the process by Intel Core 2 Duo CPU
P9600, 2.66 GHz, and 4 GB RAM. In the theoretical side, we are considering how bypass
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affects divergence. We have confirmed that divergence is not newly created in bypassed process of Definition 2.6, but we are still carefully discussing whether divergence can disappear
(n)
by bypass or not. We conjecture that E and (BP(R,E) (x̃))\{tmp} in Corollary 2.1 are also
failures/divergence-equivalent.
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